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ABSTRACT
Menon, Sadan Suneesh. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State
University, 2021. ARiSE - Augmented Reality in Surgery and Education.

Human errors in healthcare can be fatal. Proper physical assessment of patients to avoid
such errors is of paramount importance. Incorrect or insufficient assessment of the patient
can cause treatment delays that may lead to negative outcomes. In this dissertation we introduce innovative technology to assist surgeons in patient assessment as well as during the
training of nurses in order to enhance learning. Technological advancements have made
it possible to visualize overlays of computer-generated 3D models on real-world surfaces.
This technology is called augmented reality. Using Steady State Topography (SST) brain
imaging to examine the brain activity of people who participated in AR and non-AR tasks,
Heather Andrew et. al. [13] demonstrated that visual attention is almost doubled when performing AR tasks when compared to non-AR tasks. Memory retention is also demonstrated
to be 70% higher for AR experiences. Other studies show that the long-term memory of
the learner can be enhanced by using multiple media interactions in the learning process
[12]. The ability to project images accurately placed onto real-world physical objects using
headsets could lead to increased retention of precision performance related to techniques
in the physical assessment of the patient. This particular study deals with using AR to help
surgeons visualize and assess the internal organs of a patient, particularly the rib cage. This
study also proposes the use of using a similar variation of the application to enable nursing
students to learn the necessary physical techniques required during the assessment of the
heart and the lungs. Students will be able to visualize an overlay of the ribs, heart, and
lungs to increase understanding of the accurate placement of devices required for assessing
cardiac and respiratory issues using anatomical landmarks.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The appropriate evaluation of a patient is of paramount importance to a successful surgery.
Rib fractures could lead to hemothorax, pneumothorax, flail chest, atelectasis, pneumonia,
and pulmonary contusion [21]. When it comes to more severe cases of rib fractures, the
treatment involves surgical rib fixation [17]. This involves the placement of metal plates on
the affected area of the rib cage to hold the ribs in the right position while they heal [18]
[19]. The diagnosis of rib fractures includes taking a computed tomographic (CT) scan of
the patient’s torso in order to visually analyze the damage [20]. Our goal was to extract 3D
models of the rib cage from the CT scan images (using ParaView) and overlay them on the
patient using augmented reality as though the rib cage could be seen outside the body. We
hypothesize that our novel approach would enable rib plating surgery to be expedient and
minimally invasive. This was corroborated by our collaborators at Premier Health Miami
Valley, Dayton Ohio, following a demonstration of our application on a cadaver.
Upon consulting nursing faculty Dr. Sharon Farra and Dr. Cindra Holland at Wright
State University, we realized that our application could also be used to assist in the education of nursing students. Collaborating with Dr. Farra and Dr. Holland helped us focus
the implementation of our application on cardiopulmonary assessment education. We used
stock 3D models of ribcage, heart, and lungs. We also developed animations and chest
models using Unity and Blender. The nursing faculty also helped us locate references to
identify the correct anatomical landmarks for auscultation, which we then translated over
to our AR application.

1

1.2

Overview

Inter-professional collaboration is currently in high demand in health care. Collaboration
is required in order to solve some of the serious health care problems facing humanity
today [66]. Innovative training methods are necessary to achieve this type of collaboration
between healthcare professionals [15]. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has identified the
key to long-term success for effective collaborative practice to be simulation and proper
training of professionals [14].
Our goal for this thesis is to evaluate the effectiveness of augmented reality (AR) on
surgical and clinical outcomes. In order to achieve this, we developed an application titled
ARiSE (Augmented Reality in Surgery and Education). ARiSE may be used to generate
holograms that users will be able to visualize in the appropriate real-world locations with
the help of AR headsets. Our application uses UI buttons and voice commands for interaction. Users of this application will be able to visualize human organs on real-world surfaces
for diagnosis or training purposes. The application areas of ARiSE discussed in this study
include the use of our application in surgery and nursing education.
Regarding the surgical application of ARiSE, this research will focus on generating
a 3D hologram of a patient’s rib cage in order to assist surgeons in the operating room
(OR). Surgeons will use AR headsets to visualize an accurate overlay of the hologram on
the patient allowing them to examine the location of fractures or cracks in the ribs prior
to surgery. This enables accurate evaluation of afflictions to the patient’s rib cage and
reduced size of the incision required to treat the damage accordingly. The use of AR has
been demonstrated to enhance memory retention [16]. We also propose the use of our
application in the education of nursing students, specifically with regards to the training
of cardiopulmonary assessment skills. A holographic overlay of generic and animated
models of the heart, lungs, and rib cage would be presented to the students wearing the
AR headsets. This would be placed accurately to align with a manikin or a live volunteer
during training. Anatomical landmarks of correct auscultation sites will also be available
2

for students’ reference.

Figure 1.1: ARiSE being used on a manikin with the Magic leap One.

3

2. Literature Review
In this section, we discuss some of the other works that relate to our project.

2.1
2.1.1

AR for Surgery
Simulation of Tissue Deformation using AR During Surgery

Augmented reality has been used to develop applications that are used for surgery in the
operating room. N. Haouchine et al [4] proposed using augmented reality in real-time during surgery. They present a method to superimpose digital renditions of the vascular system
and certain tumors during liver surgery, wherein they overlay these images (attained from a
previously performed CT scan) onto the laparoscopic view. They use an accurate model of
a deformed liver accounting for heterogeneity and anisotropy caused by arteries and veins.
This paper focuses on 3D visualizations of structures internal to the human body such as
tumors and blood vessels. Their biomedical model is able to accurately capture deformations undergone by the liver at the time of surgery. The actual liver model is represented by
wireframe, while the blood vessels are represented with a blue overlay and the tumor with a
purple overlay. They conducted several experiments with varying conditions of blood vessels, liver, and tumor after which they performed in vivo assessment of the liver in which
they received promising results.

2.1.2

Using Hololens to Visualize Endovascular Interventions

Endovascular procedures, while improving, still depend on imaging through X-Rays and
contrast agents. With X-Rays come radiation risks. Kuhlemann et al. [10] have devised a
way to visualize the insertion of a catheter on a manikin using the Hololens. They circum-

4

vent the need for X-Rays, hence avoiding the risk of radiation, by offering a 3D holographic
view of the vascular system placed on a manikin or patient. A patient’s vascular tree and
the surface are extracted from tomography data. A magnetic tracking system is used to register this data to the patient. Landmark-based calibrations are used to place virtual objects
on real-world surfaces using the Hololens. This model is used for endovascular training.
The system was evaluated on a full-body phantom. Experienced clinicians used a 4-point
questionnaire and found the average score to be 87.5%. This system showed great potential
in improving the procedural workflow of endovascular surgeries, simultaneously reducing
exposure to X-Rays significantly. The system also enhances the training of clinicians and
surgeons to gain mastery of the required skills related to endovascular procedures. GarciaVazquez et al. have conducted a similar study used to circumvent fluoroscopy and digital
subtraction angiography to perform device navigation during endovascular procedures using augmented reality [11].

2.1.3

Simulating Surgeries

Scott Delp et al. have identified certain shortcomings in the process of educating medical personnel to provide emergency care in their paper [3]. One such shortcoming they
point out is the use of animal models in training to treat traumatic injuries. In their paper,
they propose implementing virtual training with the use of an interactive three-dimensional
model of a human which can be used to perform wound debridement and other trauma
support procedures. This is accomplished using a three-dimensional model of the anatomy
of a human lower limb that is injured and another model of a limb that is unscathed. The
injured limb model is one that seems to have been struck by a bullet. This model allows the
user to visualize, interact with, and manipulate the injured limb using virtual surgical tools.
Using this technique, the need to practice on animal models is reduced. The user interacts
with the model by first selecting a surgical instrument from an array of tools visible to him
in a virtual surgical tray. The user then performs appropriate activities like realignment of
bones that are fractured, assessing color and muscle contractility, repair blood vessels, and
5

debridement of the wound. This procedure enables the training of medical personnel in the
treatment of injuries without having to work on live patients or animal models. This also
served as inspiration for us to design an application that uses augmented reality to superimpose 3D models onto physical objects, patients or mannequins instead of having to use
live subjects.

2.1.4

AR Used in Laparoscopic Surgery

Botden et al. present the findings of using AR simulations to aid in the training of surgeons for laparoscopic surgery [30]. In their paper, they considered five AR simulators for
their study and evaluated their respective performances. A questionnaire was presented to
the manufacturers of each of these simulators. The results demonstrated the validity and
effectiveness of using AR for simulating laparoscopic surgery for training surgeons. The
researchers recommend the use of AR in laparoscopic surgery and training in the current
curricula.

2.1.5

Stereoscopic AR for Surgery

Kang et al. [31] have merged stereoscopic video with laparoscopic ultrasound (LUS) to
develop an augmented reality system for laparoscopic surgery. The motivation for the researchers for this undertaking was the perceived difficulty in fusing Magnetic Resonance
(MR) and Computed Tomography (CT) images in real-time with laparoscopic views. The
results from their initial preclinical tests demonstrate the feasibility of using this stereoscopic AR system for surgery. The system also demonstrated its effectiveness in increasing
the capacity for minimal evasiveness and improve precision during laparoscopic surgery.

2.1.6

Navigation Surgery Using AR

Researchers Okamoto et al. have developed an augmented reality system for navigation
surgery, specifically for pancreatic and hepatobiliary surgery [32]. Pancreatic surgery was
focused on due to the minimal intraoperative organ shifting during surgery. The researchers
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found that the positioning of overlaid images was almost correspondent with that of the
organ itself, with a 5mm mean of registration errors. The information generated from this
intraoperative system proved to be useful for navigation. However, the researchers claim
that the system is not without errors, namely those pertaining to cost, portability, utility,
and organ deformity.

2.1.7

AR in Surgery and Training

In their research, J. H. Shuhaiber demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of using
AR in both surgery and for training purposes [33]. The study focused on augmented reality
applications that were used in general surgery, neurosurgery, otolaryngology, maxillofacial
surgery, orthopedic surgery, cardiovascular, and thoracic surgery. The researcher concluded
that AR was an effective tool to be used in surgery. This study also stated that AR is an
efficient teaching tool with regards to training residents.

2.1.8

Augmented Reality Assisted Extremity Reconstructive Surgery
Using Hololens

In their research study, Pratt et al. used augmented reality to assist in reconstructive surgery
[34]. The first generation Microsoft Hololens was used to overlay images obtained from
Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA) scans on a patient’s body. These CT scans
were converted into 3D models using two additional software packages. During surgery,
the AR application was used to accurately assist in identifying, dissecting, and executing
vascular pedunculated flaps. The surgeons used a combination of hand gestures and voice
commands to interact with the application during surgery. The overlay of the 3D model using the Hololens was compared to positions acquired by audible Doppler ultrasounds. This
study demonstrated that the surgeon was able to use the Hololens AR application effectively during surgery to navigate and precisely determine locations of perforating vessels.
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2.1.9

AR in Neurosurgery

In their study, researchers Tagaytayan et al. have discussed the use of AR in neurosurgery
for simulation and training [39]. Their results show that AR has big potential use in neurosurgery and training. The researchers also state that AR provides precision preoperative
planning and also great support for intraoperative navigation. They also laud the efficacy
of AR to provide a safe environment for realistic training for neurosurgical procedures.
The researchers also comment on the great potential of AR to be used in nursing and other
healthcare fields. They also affirm strong recommendations from neurosurgeons to use AR
as an additional tool alongside existing technology in the operating room (OR) to fit their
current workflow.

2.1.10

Open Surgery Using AR

AR has also been used in open surgery. Fida et al. [44] provided an overview of the AR
applications being used in open surgery in both simulated and clinical settings. The researchers chose 13 studies out of the extensive list of 502 research studies found for this
study. Among these, 12 studies were performed in a clinical setting which included urogenital, hepatobiliary, and pancreatic surgeries, and one study was an in vitro experiment.
Results of this analysis demonstrated AR to be a reliable and versatile tool in the OR.

2.1.11

Review of AR Used in Surgery

In their study, Vávra et al. have reviewed the use of AR in surgical practice to evaluate
whether AR could effectively improve the results of surgery [45]. The researchers’ included 102 studies in the review. The researchers concluded that there exists an increased
interest in surgeons employing augmented reality in surgery. Their results also state that
AR improves the safety and effectiveness of surgery. Their studies also proved that the
performance of the newly developed augmented reality applications is akin to that of traditional surgical procedures.
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2.1.12

Applications of AR and VR in Surgery

In their research Khor et al. [47] have listed the potential development areas of using AR
in surgery. The study reviewed the following AR devices - Microsoft HoloLens, Google
Glass, Epson Moverio BT-20, Sony SmartEyeglass, Vuzix M100 Smart Glasses, Optinvent
Ora-1, Recon Jet, and GlassUp. Their study states that AR has the potential to enhance
surgery through it’s versatility of function and operational benefits. The researchers predict
an inevitable integration of AR devices in surgical procedures.

2.1.13

AR Assisted Surgery

In their pilot study, Dickey et al. have developed an AR application using Google Glass
to train the placement of an inflatable penile prosthesis[48]. The application also detects
interest points using the camera feed from the device. These interest points could be interacted with by the residents for the placement of the prosthesis. Faculty and trainee were
allowed to participate in the AR experience and were then asked to complete a feedback
survey. Their analysis determined high user satisfaction. Out of the 30 total participants,
81% would like to see the AR application in their residency programs and 93% wanted
to see the use of AR in the operating rooms (OR). Based on their analysis the researchers
believe that AR would be highly beneficial for surgery and training.

2.1.14

AR in the ICU

Augmented reality is also being used in telemedicine to provide E-consulting to Intensive
Care Units (ICUs) in remote areas. This research was conducted by Srilak et al. [50].
The researchers developed a proof-of-concept system using a data center that controls a
Hololens system used for consultancy and a network of devices. In their study, the researchers created a platform between a doctor and several patients in ICUs of hospitals in
different locations. Six cardiothoracic patients and fourteen accident patients participated
in this study. The medical practitioners were asked o participate in a survey following usage. The analysis of the results showed high scores for satisfaction, usability, and desire
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for practical implementation for daily ICU use. The researchers’ results demonstrated high
efficiency and reliability of using the Hololens in the ICUs, therefore justifying the use of
AR for E-Consultancy Systems in the ICU.

2.2
2.2.1

AR for Education
Augmented Reality in Mobile Devices for Medical Learning

Teaching certain findings in medical education may not always be possible due to various
restrictions, e.g. bedside teaching (which is the process of medical training/teaching in the
presence of a patient in a hospital setting) may not be a possibility at all times due to limitations in time and place. In their paper, von Jan et al.[1] present a learning environment
powered by AR that can be implemented in mobile phones and tablets to possibly solve
this problem. They present an application that builds life-like scenarios which are superimposed on physical objects in the real world that display desired aspects for a given training
environment. These scenarios are viewed using mobile phones or tablets for which the application is developed. The application they developed is called mARble and it improves
the learning process in medical education for subjects that are visually oriented. They were
able to assess the applicability and learning efficiency of the AR application by testing it
with the help of ten participants. By providing an interactive learning environment, the
authors claim that the application does a better job in capturing the attention of students
and enables higher memory retention in them when compared to traditional teaching methods. For their immersive and minimally intrusive user experience, we chose to use AR
headsets that generate separate images for the right eye and the left eye so as to provide a
stereoscopic view of the 3D models.

2.2.2

AR in Nursing Education

AR has the potential to be a universal teaching tool in nursing education across the globe.
one such study was conducted by Pugoy et al [35]. The researchers developed an augmented reality simulation of a clinical scenario using talking comic strips. Wikitude, Vufo10

ria, and Craft AR SDKs were considered for this study. Eventually, the researchers selected
CraftAR to develop their tool due to the simple user interface and ease of use. This tool was
used alongside traditional training practices. The students were provided a Likert questionnaire to evaluate their satisfaction and confidence. A majority of students agreed that the
material enhanced by the AR app was better than traditional teaching methods alone.

2.2.3

AR Facilitating Visualization in Nursing Education

Augmented reality can help students get a better understanding of the inner workings of
the human body. Rahn et al. have developed an AR application to visualize the workings of human lungs [36]. Thirty nursing students used this application to visualize a 3D
model of an animated lungs model to understand lung function. Students were observed,
video-recorded, and asked to evaluate their experience in comparison to traditional training methods. Their results showed that students developed a deeper understanding of the
workings of the lungs as well as a better understanding of its physical dimensions. The
researchers also state that using data from a live patient would be a powerful step forward
for AR development.

2.2.4

Augmented Reality Used to Enhance Skill Acquisition in Nursing

Garett et al. also used AR resources to assist in the training of clinical lab skills for nursing
students [38]. These AR resources were tested using 72 undergraduate nursing students,
who later participated in focus groups and post-exposure surveys for evaluation purposes.
The results demonstrated valuable practical implications of using AR in the training of
technical skills. Students also had positive feedback with regards to ease of access and ease
of use.

2.2.5

Nursing Education Using Augmented Reality

In their research, Frost et al. from the University of Canberra have also implemented augmented reality with the use of Microsoft Hololens to help nursing students in their educa11

tion [40]. The Hololens application developed by the researchers allowed nursing students
to visualize and interact with an entire holographic patient. Students are able to interact with the 3D patient hologram and further develop their clinical reasoning skills. This
application allows educators to download and place standardized, virtual patients in any
environment. The researchers believe that AR used in a training capacity has the potential
to improve learning and understanding in students, which would ultimately benefit patient
care.

2.2.6

AR Integrated Simulation Education

In their research, Carlson et al. have developed an AR application by merging concepts
of simulation and game theory for healthcare education using 150 scenarios [42]. The researchers’ project consisted of training scenarios for emergency medical technicians, nursing, nursing assistants, and medical assistants. Students were provided the AR application
on an iPad along with scripts, instructions, resources, QR codes, and location diagrams.
The instructors placed QR codes on various locations in the room and on a manikin each
corresponding to a particular task. Some of the QR codes contain videos and pictures,
others contain data, instructions and other audio/video prompts. These QR codes are used
by students for decision-making or to provide feedback. Results were then analyzed and
a student survey was also completed. The results demonstrated that the use of AR as an
instructional tool enhances learning and could prospectively be used in other disciplines as
well.

2.2.7

Implementing AR in Clinical Training

There have been other attempts at implementing AR in clinical training and nursing education. One such study is conducted by Liang et al. [43]. The researchers developed
an application using mixed reality devices to train nursing students in stroke assessments.
Students were asked to wear mixed reality headsets that placed them in a clinical simulation with holograms placed on a manikin. They were then asked to assess the simulation
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identify the symptoms of a stroke and act accordingly. Student performance was evaluated
and the students were asked to participate in a survey and provide feedback on the mixed
reality experience. Their results showed students agreeing that AR and mixed reality would
be a useful educational tool and those who participated in the AR application thoroughly
enjoyed the learning experience.

2.2.8

Using AR in Surgical Training

Augmented Reality has also been used in the training of surgical procedures. One such
study was conducted by Viglialoro et al. [46]. In their paper, the researchers describe an
AR simulator used for isolating artery and cyst duct in laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The
researchers focused on the training of this particular skill as it is the most crucial phase
of the intervention, and one of the main causes of surgical errors is misidentifying the
bile ducts. This simulator allows trainees to visualize realistic 3D models of the relevant
anatomical structures and deformable tubular structures which are otherwise difficult to
identify as they are covered by connective tissues. The simulation also provides audio
alarm feedback using an external electrical apparatus in case of surgical errors.

2.2.9

Use of AR in Nursing Skill Acquisition

There is further ongoing research involving AR in nursing training. In their research, Majima et al. [49] have a wearable learning system using AR to enable the training of blood
withdrawal. This system would allow the user to imitate the images displayed in the headmounted device. This would allow students to learn and master the techniques of blood
drawing and intravenous injections. The researchers state that this application would allow
users to obtain a tacit knowledge of injection skills. This is a pilot study. The researchers
intend on comparing the performance of AR users with non-AR users in their next study.
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2.2.10

Use of AR in Universities

There have been other studies involving AR being used in universities to augment education and training. One such research is conducted by Guerrero et al. [52]. In their study,
the researchers measure the perception of learning in students while using AR to learn
anatomy, specifically the skeletal system. Seventy students participated in this study. The
analysis of their results demonstrated high motivation and interest for AR. More importantly, their results also demonstrated a significant improvement in learning of the material
in students who used the AR. The researchers concluded that the use of AR in nursing
education reduces learning time and increases student perception.

2.2.11

Use of AR for Surgical Nursing Education

In their research, Ko et al. have developed an AR application to train surgical nursing practice [53]. The researchers’ simulation implemented 51 surgical equipment for interaction
by the user. These equipments were selected based on importance and frequency of use in
the OR. Nursing students were asked to participate in this study, and their performances
were then evaluated. They were also asked to participate in a survey for evaluation. The
researchers’ analysis demonstrated statistical significance for using AR as a learning tool
to train nursing students for surgical practice. The researchers also attributed additional
efficiency to AR for its simplicity, portability, and accessibility.

2.2.12

Testing Knowledge and Skill Levels of Nursing Students When
Using AR for Injection Simulation

Yeter et al. [55] have conducted an experimental study to test the knowledge and skill levels
gained by nursing students while using a mobile AR application used for simulating injection practices. The study was conducted with the help of 122 participating nursing students,
64 in the AR group and 58 in the control group. Students were presented with information
forms and participated in a pre-test, post-test, and a persistence test. Their performances
were also evaluated using an evaluation checklist for injections. The researchers performed
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t-tests to determine statistical significance. The researchers found that there was no statistical significance between the two groups for the pre-test which was conducted before the
lesson (p>0.05). However, statistically significant differences were demonstrated for both
the post-tests and the persistence tests (p<0.05), wherein the AR group scored higher in
the tests. The researchers were able to conclude that AR improves the knowledge gained
and skill acquisition when used in the simulation training of nursing students.

2.2.13

AR: An Educational Resource for Nursing Education

In their research, Soberanes-Martı́n [56] has developed an AR application to simulate the
techniques of urethral probes with additional video and animated materials. The researcher
used the application to train nursing students using markers on a manikin used for placement and information deployment. In their case study, the author was able to determine
that AR enriches the learning process and enables students to address complex situations
that they may not otherwise be able to address in a classroom. The author also states that
AR enhances the learning factor in nursing students.

2.2.14

Using AR to Enhance Healthcare Education

In their research, Garrett et al. [57] conducted an investigation of the value of using augmented reality as a tool in the teaching of nursing and clinical practice skills. The researchers created a series of augmented reality resources to supplement the teaching of
clinical skills in the laboratory and clinical practice. Undergraduate nursing students participated in experiments involving these resources. Students then participated in a web
survey, and the researchers also conducted interviews on focus groups to appraise the value
of using AR in teaching clinical skills. Their results demonstrated that AR has the potential to offer significant advantages to nursing students and could also be a valuable tool to
engage learners.
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2.2.15

AR Supplementing Education Environments in Nursing

Quqandi et al. also conducted a study to determine the value of using AR as a teaching
tool to learn clinical skills [58]. In their study, the researchers evaluate the integration of
augmented reality into learning environments and clinical lab training in nursing education.
The researchers were able to determine that AR provides an immersive and realistic simulation experience, especially when using AR to overlay models and interact with manikins.
The researchers also stated that AR enhances self-regulation skills in nursing students.

2.2.16

Using AR to Efficiently Prepare Undergraduate Students for
New Clinical Settings

In their research, Ball et al. have conducted a study to evaluate the efficiency of using AR
in the orientation of nursing students to the acquisition of new clinical skills [59]. The
researchers designed and developed a non-randomized experiment using AR 360 photospheres. Nursing students who participated in the experiment were divided into a control
group and an AR group. Comparing the results from the two groups the researchers found
that the AR tool proved to be efficient for learning in a clinical setting due to its on-demand
nature. Post-experiment student surveys were also evaluated, which were positive in terms
of self-satisfaction and efficacy. The researchers noted that AR is a helpful tool when used
in clinical training and is able to provide efficiency and time gains in students who participate in AR experiences.

2.2.17

AR as a Teaching Strategy

Kotcherlakota et al. in their research have assessed the use of AR for clinical simulation
of pediatric asthma management for nurse practitioner students [60]. Nursing students
participated in this study and were divided into a control group and an AR group. Their
t-tests proved a statistically significant improvement in the performance of the AR group
students compared to the control group. The AR group’s student satisfaction was also found
to be high. The researchers were able to determine that AR is a valuable tool in nursing
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education.

2.2.18

AR and Virtual Classroom in Nursing Science

Chobphon et al. have proposed an integrated knowledge management approach to nursing
education and teaching using AR [63]. The researchers propose an innovative method of
using AR and virtual classrooms in clinical education. The researchers state that AR could
be used in conjunction with material that needs to be illustrated. The researchers also
claim that AR presents a cost-effective mode of teaching. The results of their study showed
that AR helps learners and nursing students understand relevant course materials both in
theory and practice. The researchers also state that integrating AR and virtual classrooms
in nursing education is important for enhancing the knowledge gained and learning skills
of students in the 21st century.

2.3
2.3.1

Medical Simulation
Patient Simulation Using Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality, the more experienced older brother of Augmented Reality, has also been
used for training purposes in the medical department. Simon Nestler et al. [2] have developed a virtual reality system that utilizes a virtual patient simulation to train paramedics
in a triage scenario. In their work, they use user gesture inputs to realistically simulate
the processes of a triage situation. They use an algorithm called mSTART, which stands
for modified Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment, in order to train users to handle triage
situations efficiently and in a timely manner. Using this system the user first determines
if the virtual patient is able to walk, check their breathing rate, and feel their pulse before
moving on to treat wounds. In this paper the system is implemented in a touch screen
monitor and user input is taken as gestures to perform various operations. The application
also calculates the time taken to perform the correct steps in a triage procedure. This is
aimed to help first responders decrease the time it takes to provide assistance to patients
in triage while complying with all the required steps to do so efficiently. We went with
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augmented reality for our project since we felt that in a bedside training setting AR would
be more advantageous when compared to VR while avoiding certain demerits associated
with VR such as motion sickness and nausea. We also aimed to avoid limits like not being
able to work in a real-world space. Students may still use real-world objects as part of their
assessment and training experience. For instance, students may still use their stethoscopes
to perform assessments while they use our AR application on the headsets.

2.3.2

Effects of Using VR Simulation on Retention and Learning Outcomes

Dr. Sharon Farra et al. conducted a study to determine the effectiveness of using virtual
reality simulation for disaster training with respect to retention and learning outcomes [24].
The study was conducted using two randomized groups of nursing students, one that participated in just the web-based modules, and the other participating in both the web-based
modules and the VR simulation. A multiple-choice questionnaire was developed in order to measure and compare learning outcomes between the two scenarios in the student
groups. Generalized linear models and t-tests were used to analyze the results. Upon analysis, the determined outcome was that the VR simulation demonstrates improved retention
and knowledge gained, as well as improved stability over time. This study recommends
simulation as an instructional tool that improves learning and retention.

2.3.3

Feasibility of Using AR to Train Resuscitation

In their paper, Steve Balian et al. [9] have devised a method of testing the feasibility of
using augmented reality to train healthcare providers about administering CPR. Microsoft’s
Hololens can be used to provide users with audio and visual feedback as to the blood
flow in the human body in real-time on a manikin. They used the AR headset to overlay
holograms of the blood vessels indicating the flow of blood onto the manikin. 51 health care
providers volunteered for this test and were asked to perform CPR using only the Hololens
for two minutes. The chest compression parameters were then recorded for this test. The
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participants were mostly pleased with this system, perceiving this method to be realistic,
and found that AR is a helpful tool when it comes to training in medical education. 94% of
the participants also stated that they would also be willing to use this application for CPR
training in the future. Balian et al. showed that augmented reality can be a valuable tool
when integrated into the existing education approach in medical training. This served as
inspiration for us to develop an augmented reality application to help nursing students in
their training process.

2.3.4

Augmented Reality Simulation of Interactive Anatomy

Aebersold et al. have developed a virtual simulation of an interactive patient anatomy using
AR [41]. This application was implemented in the training of nursing students. Students
were divided into a control group and an AR group. The control group participated in
traditional training practices and the AR group used the AR application alongside their
traditional training module. The two groups of students were tested for competency in
the placement of the nasogastric tube (NGT). A seventeen-item checklist was used for the
evaluation of student performance. After the demonstration, students were also asked to
complete a self-satisfaction and self-confidence survey. Competency was analyzed using
independent t-tests and categorical responses comparison was analyzed using Chi-Square
and Fisher’s Exact tests. Their results demonstrated that the ability to place the NGT was
statistically significant (p=0.01) in the AR group compared to the control group through all
checklist items. A large majority of students rated the AR training experience far superior
to traditional training practices. The researchers’ results have reinforced the effectiveness
of using AR in the training and education of procedural skills in nursing students.

2.3.5

Innovative Technology in Nursing Education: AR

In their research, Martlı et al. have reviewed the use of AR simulations present in nursing education to enhance English proficiency, knowledge of anatomy, and other clinical
practices for nursing students [61]. The researchers’ review includes the definition of AR,
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its efficiency, and its place and importance in the field of nursing education. Their results
demonstrate improved student learning and increased student engagement.

2.3.6

AR in Clinical Simulation: Google Glass

Chaballout et al. have assessed the acceptability and feasibility of AR simulation in the
training of clinical scenarios for nursing students using Google Glass [62]. The researchers
developed an application that allowed students to visualize a video of a patient actor simulating respiratory distress. Students would then perform the clinical simulation while
watching this overlaid video. Nursing students participated in this simulation. Students
were then asked to complete two surveys to evaluate their experience. The results of this
study proved to be highly positive with respect to student satisfaction and perceived realism. The researchers conclude by stating that AR is a valuable and feasible tool in clinical
simulation training.

2.4
2.4.1

Other
VR Triage Training for Multi-Casualty Scenarios

Establishing priority of care plays a huge part in triage training. Paul Kizakevich et al
[5] have developed a simulation in virtual reality to help train medical personnel in making
these decisions. In their model, they present a scene in which multiple virtual casualties/patients are present. Each virtual patient has its own injuries as well physiological conditions
that evolve with time based on their allotted injuries. Animations are added to each of these
patients that include and are not limited to, coughing, bleeding, seizures, etc. The user can
navigate the scene and converse with the virtual patients, allowing the user to assess their
injuries. The user can then utilize virtual medical devices, and apply medications accordingly. The paper focuses on scenarios in which injuries are caused due to IED explosions
(Improvised Explosive Device). Virtual patients are seen to be having various injuries resulting from the blast such as amputations, burns, blunt trauma, chest injuries, etc. Virtual
patients also vary in age and sex. Users are required to assign triage priorities to virtual
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patients and dispense immediate care as needed.

2.4.2

Virtual Reality Triage Training Using Pose-Based Commands

Much like Paul Kizakevich et al [5] did in their paper, there have been other virtual reality
systems developed for multi-casualty scenarios. One such paper has been published by
Andrei Sherstyuk et al. [6]. In their paper, they have proposed a system using a headmounted display as well external sensors connected to gloves in order to train medical
personnel in a triage situation using body poses and hand gestures as user input. They
claim to use this form of input in order to alleviate the inherent shortcomings of virtual
reality headsets, such as claustrophobia, and tunnel vision. They provide the user the ability
to travel to multiple virtual casualties/patients using body poses and then select virtual
tools using gestures in order to perform the required medical operations on the virtual
patient. Their paper focuses on the efficacy of navigation and travel to a virtual patient
using body pose commands as input and also object manipulation using gestures. Virtual
reality headsets of today are much more sophisticated and capable of integrating a myriad
of operations including navigation, selection, and dedicated actions using external devices
such as controllers and joysticks. We have implemented our application using augmented
reality headsets and thus avoid the aforementioned shortcomings of virtual reality headsets.

2.4.3

Review of AR in Nursing

Wüller et al. have reviewed a plethora of AR applications used to aid nursing in their recent
study [37]. This study was done to provide an overview of current research and to identify
any possible research gaps. Their results demonstrated that there were positive implications
to the use of AR in nursing. The researchers stated that future studies should focus on longterm evaluations and implications of using AR in nursing. In our research, we focus on the
effects of using AR in a training scenario.
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2.4.4

Cost-Effectiveness of Using AR in Nursing Education

Using AR in the training of clinical skills could be cost-effective. In their study Hoyt et
al. outline the reason why traditional simulation can be expensive [51]. In their research
study, Hoyt et al. state that there are various simulation modes being implemented to bridge
the gap between theory and practice in nursing education. They include task trainers, lowfidelity manikins, computers, simulated patients, and live human patients. The researchers
state that adding the combined costs of these modalities makes the existing simulation
practices expensive and that the return investment is made to be non-quantifiable. The
researchers offer AR as a solution to this problem. Their study states that the use of AR,
specifically the use of interactive head-mounted displays such as the Microsoft Hololens,
would allow the student to experience a variety of auditory and visual simulations. This
would allow the circumvention of using multiple simulation equipment by using just one.
The researchers also state that the technologically advanced AR devices are much less
expensive compared to high-fidelity training simulators are highly portable which would
allow them to be used anywhere.

2.4.5

Basic Life Support training using AR

In their research, Ingrassia et al. have developed an AR application to supplement the
training for basic life support (BLS) and defibrillation [64]. The researchers assess the acceptability and feasibility of using the AR simulation using the Microsoft Hololens. The
simulation included training users to use the device followed by guiding them through an
emergency BLS simulation. Users were also asked to complete a post-simulation survey
using a 5-point Likert scale to evaluate user satisfaction and confidence. The researchers’
results demonstrated high ratings for ease of use, learning speed, voice commands, gaze,
and gesture control interaction. The researchers also encountered some hand gesture recognition errors with a few users of the Hololens application. Overall, the researchers were able
to conclude that using AR in BLS and defibrillation simulation training was feasible and
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acceptable.

2.4.6

Review of AR in Health Sciences

Rodrı́guez-Abad et al. have investigated the usability of AR in health science education in
their research [65]. They conducted a systematic review of the advantages, disadvantages,
and challenges that may be present in the incorporation of supplement AR in nursing education using existing research. In their review, the researchers were able to determine that
AR enhances skill acquisition in nursing students, specifically in the visualization of 3D
models. The researchers also stated that AR positively impacts other aspects of the learning process such as motivation and student satisfaction. The researchers concluded that AR
is a helpful educational tool when applied to the education of health sciences as it improves
the learning process in a multidimensional manner.
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3. Background
In this thesis, we propose to use AR in two fields of healthcare - surgery, and nursing
education. We hypothesize that the use of AR will benefit surgeons in the operating room
during rib plating surgery by allowing them to visualize a hologram of the patient’s rib cage
overlaid accurately on their body based on their anatomy. This could potentially increase
the understanding of the particular fracture, decrease the navigation time, and reduce the
size of the incision required by the surgeons. We also hypothesize that using AR in nursing
education can enhance learning in students.
To test our surgery hypothesis we needed to develop an AR application that would
allow for accuracy and ease of use. Our AR application had to facilitate accuracy with
minimal interaction necessary for surgeons to use it, and also offer minimal distractions in
the OR without any unnecessary user interface (UI) elements.
In order to test our hypothesis with regard to nursing education, we had to develop a
separate AR application that would allow nursing students to interact with the application
based on their training scenario. Our goal here was to develop a learning tool that the
students could use to practically visualize the anatomy and function of organs they learned
in the theoretical part of their nursing course. Accuracy of placement was again imperative,
as the students needed to visualize organs on manikins in their correct locations. For the
nursing education application, we needed to have a bold and intuitive UI to enable ease of
use. We also had to enable students to have control over the organ holograms, so that they
may choose the organs to visualize and hear based on the scenario they wish to practice.
We also needed to ensure a minimal control interface for interaction so as not to overwhelm
nursing students who may not be familiar with the technology.
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3.1

Requirements

We classified our project into the following major requirements:
1. Accuracy - Our project needs to be accurate in terms of alignment and model placement for both surgery and nursing education applications. Precise placement of the
3D models is required for correct visualization of the rib cage of a patient during
surgery. Accuracy of hologram placement is also imperative in the nursing education application for students to visualize organs and perform precise auscultation
assessments. Our accuracy will be measured in terms of hologram placement and
placement of stethoscope for auscultation assessment based on intercostal spaces in
the rib cage.
2. Ease of Use and Access - Our project needs to be user-friendly in its interface, and
intuitive enough to be used by those who may not be familiar with AR devices. Surgeons in the OR need to be able to retrieve the correct 3D object to be placed upon
the patient and visualized using AR headsets during surgery. Our project needs to
be able to deliver a user interface that allows for quick and seamless retrieval of 3D
objects. Our nursing education application needs to provide students the opportunity
to choose the 3D models and sounds they want to visualize for their physical assessment training. The development of our project needs to incorporate a user interface
that is intuitive enough to be used by students who are not familiar with AR devices.
The ease of use and access will be measured by a post-usage survey completed by
participants.
3. Device Stability - Our project needs to be able to determine the best compatible
device that can use our application and yield the highest performance results. In this
project, we focus on the AR headsets Magic Leap One and Microsoft Hololens. It
is important to determine which of these two devices perform the best while using
our application in order to achieve the best results during the practical usage of both
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of our applications. Performance of the two devices will be measured based on the
analysis of their respective hardware specifications and a Frames Per Second (FPS)
test performed while using the same application on both devices.
4. Not Distracting - Our project needs to allow users to visualize models that are relevant to the usage and avoid distracting elements from the user interface. This applies
to both nursing education and surgery. Our application needs to provide surgeons
the opportunity to visualize the rib cage hologram accurately placed on the patient
as it is represented by the CT scan without having to visualize other UI elements in
their virtual world space. Our nursing education application needs to allow students
to focus on the auscultation process by allowing them to visualize the 3D elements
that they select. Our application needs to provide a streamlined approach to achieve
this without overwhelming the students with too many elements in their 3D viewing
space. This will be measured based on a satisfaction survey that will be complete
post usage by participants.
5. Data Collection and Performance Analysis - Our study needs to present relevant data
from users in the field, both during surgery and nursing education. Our study also
needs to present evidence that demonstrates the effect of using AR in the two scenarios. It is important to quantify the efficiency of using AR in both fields. Our analysis
will be made using testimonials and tests performed on the data collected as well as
a post-usage satisfaction and confidence survey. The tests performed will be t-tests
to determine the statistical significance of using our application, Cohen’s D to determine the size of the effect had by the usage of our application, and power analysis
to determine the ideal number of candidates required to obtain statistical significance
using the p-value from our t-tests and d value from our Cohen’s D.
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4. System Design
The goal of this project was to design an augmented reality simulation to augment traditional surgery methods. We sought to provide visual aids in 3D of bodily organs and other
elements that otherwise are not visible to the naked eye. This would provide additional
information to the surgeons that would not be accessible using traditional methods. Project
development was an iterative process guided by our collaborators at Premier Health Miami
Valley for the surgical application, and the nursing faculty at Wright State University for
our nursing education implementation of the application. The domain specialists helped the
developers to attain a more refined and streamlined objective. For our surgical application,
we focus on the rib cage model we retrieve from CT scans provided to us by our collaborators. Our nursing education implementation includes stock 3D models of the rib cage,
animated heart and lungs (including the simulation of a collapsed lung), chest, auscultation
site guides, and heart and lung sounds (including six variations of lung sounds).
In order to develop our augmented reality application, we used Unity 2019 along with
scripting in the C# programming language. We obtained Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approvals for our surgery and nursing education applications which allowed us to proceed
with our study.
We received the CT scan images of patients from Premier Health Miami Valley. GE
Medical Systems’ Revolution EVO model was used for the computed tomography (CT)
scans to produce the images in DICOM format. The CT Protocol used is the ”5.26 Trauma
Arch/Abd-Pel Head First”. The spatial resolution of the DICOM images is 0.781250 x
0.781250 mm with a slice thickness of 1.25 mm. The data set was stored as 16 bits per
voxel as 512x512x328.
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We then used ParaView to analyze the CT scan and remove unwanted components
allowing us to retrieve the rib cage as a 3D .stl file. We perform pre-processing with
thresholding for segmentation and use an iso-surface extraction algorithm to determine
surfaces. This is then exported into the .stl file. We use four filters in ParaView to perform
pre-processing namely, Contour, Decimate, Connectivity, and Threshold filters [29]. The
Contour filter is used to generate isosurfaces and isolines using point-centered scalar arrays
such as ones found in DICOM files (CT scan image file). The result of the Contour filter is
polygonal. The contour filter is used to create the initial geometry of the DICOM file. The
Decimate filter is then used to simplify the polygonal model with the help of an adaptive
edge collapse algorithm. This filter reduces the number of triangles in the polygonal data.
If the polygonal model contains shapes that are not triangles, this filter additionally uses a
Triangulate filter to convert the remaining shapes into triangles. The decimate filter is used
to reduce the number of polygons in our 3D model in such a way that tries to minimize
the change in geometry. We then use the Connectivity filter to make components that are
connected with an integer point attributed array. A region ID is assigned to components
that are connected as a point scalar value. This filter produces an unstructured grid as an
output. The connectivity filter was used to eliminate extracted geometry that is not connected to ribs. In some cases, there was still some noise coming from in between the ribs
(lungs, stomach, etc). This step removes that noise. The connectivity filter provides a value
for how strongly areas are connected and the threshold filter then allows us to remove areas
that are weakly connected. The Threshold filter is used to extract parts of the input data set
whose scalars lie within a specified range. This filter could operate both on cell-centered
and point-centered data and may be used to produce an unstructured grid. Once a scalar
array has been selected, upper and lower threshold sliders may be used to determine the
range of scalars to be retained. The Connectivity filter may be used along with the Threshold filter to remove noise between connected areas, such as the gaps between the ribs in our
model [29].
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Further removal of unwanted structures and manipulation of the 3D models for the application in .obj, .fbx, and .stl formats is accomplished using Blender. We also use Blender
to further remove any noise or undesirable disconnected structures. We have developed our
application for augmented reality headsets: the Hololens and the Magic Leap One devices.
We chose to use these devices because they provide a larger field of view and larger computational capabilities when compared to other AR headsets, such as the Epson Moverio
BT-35E. Magic Leap One devices are made up of three parts, namely the lightwear (headmounted display), the lightpack (processing unit connected by wire to the lightwear), and
the control (a wireless controller). The lightpack can easily fit in one’s pocket, be attached
to one’s garments, or worn with a shoulder strap. The Hololens uses hand gestures for user
interface (UI) interactions. We have also implemented voice commands in order to interact with the Hololens. The Magic Leap devices come with a handheld controller that pairs
with the headsets and can be used for interactions along with hand gestures. We deactivated
voice commands and replaced them with UI buttons in the Magic Leap application due to
the ease of use offered by the handheld controller. For our application, we preferred to use
the Magic Leap One as opposed to the Hololens because the former demonstrates superior performance capabilities compared to the latter. Upon performing a frames per second
(FPS) test on our application for a period of 60 seconds on both devices, we observed a
constant frame rate of 60 FPS on the Magic Leap One, and FPS rates of only 9-12 on the
Hololens.
We used Magic Leap’s MLSDK, version - v0.23.0 in order to develop our application
in Unity 2019. Magic Leap One devices have the following specifications: The CPU is an
NVIDIA® Parker SOC with 2 Denver 2.0 64-bit cores + 4 ARM Cortex A57 64-bit cores
(2 A57’s and 1 Denver accessible to applications). Its GPU uses an NVIDIA Pascal™,
256 CUDA cores chip along with the following Graphic APIs: OpenGL 4.5, Vulkan, and
OpenGL ES 3.1+AEP. It has 8 GB of RAM and 128 GB storage capacity. Audio inputs
include voice (speech to text) + real-world audio (ambient), and audio outputs include
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Figure 4.1: FPS Comparison - Magic leap One vs Hololens.

onboard speakers and a 3.5 mm jack with audio spatialization processing. The device also
comes with Bluetooth 4.2, WiFi 802.11ac/b/g/n, and USB-C connectivities. The lightpack
compute unit has a built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery that could last up to 3 hours
with continuous use and could be charged using a 45-watt USB-C fast charger. The screen
and window are 1280 x 960 @ 0 Hz. In contrast, Microsoft’s Hololens has 2 GBs of RAM,
a 64 GB flash memory for storage, and an Intel Atom 32-bit (1GHz) processor with TPM
2.0 support with a custom-built Microsoft Holographic Processing Unit (HPU 1.0). The
screen and window sizes are 1280 x 720 @ 0 Hz per eye.
In order to obtain and compare rendering performances between the two devices, we
obtained the frame rates of our application running the same ribcage model on both devices
to compare their performances. We visualized the stock rib cage model on both devices
over a period of 60 seconds while running an FPS counter developed in order to perform
this analysis. The model (as shown in Figure 3.1) was a simple 3D model of a rib cage
that was 6.46 MB in size and had 232625 triangles and 697875 vertices. In their research
study, Boghosian et al. state that the recommended number of triangles is 200,000 to
alleviate jitter in the Hololens, and an acceptable number of triangles is 250,000 to allow for
usability [54]. The Magic Leap One has a higher threshold for constraints on performance.
The Magic Leap One demonstrated an average frame rate of 59.46 frames per second while
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having the model in the camera’s field of view. The Hololens under-performs for the same
test with an average frame rate of 8.9 frames per second.

Figure 4.2: Rib Cage Model Used for FPS Comparison.

4.1

Implementation

We developed our application using Unity 2019 and C# scripting. Game objects used in our
application were added as prefabs to our Unity application hierarchy. Prefabs like spatial
mapping and input managers were added beforehand so that we could adapt them based
on our requirements, whereas the 3D models were dynamically added to the hierarchy
as prefabs using our scripting code. We designed these prefabs to dynamically be turned
active or inactive based on the user’s commands via the aforementioned UI buttons or
voice commands for the Microsoft Hololens. We also made use of a few other prefabs that
have been designed to handle dependencies and the proper functionality of the application.
For the Magic Leap One, we also added a controller prefab that is compatible with the
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Figure 4.3: ARISE being used by surgeons with the Hololens on a cadaver.
Magic Leap controller. We used raycasting to shoot a straight invisible ”ray” out in the
forward direction from our controller for selection purposes. We make this ray visible by
creating a blue line that extends from the controller to the object when the ray hits a given
collider object within the environment. Selections can be made when this ray strikes a
collider object or a button. We have added functionality to make visible a blue line shooting
out of the controller prefab when raycasting detects an object that can be selected. We
used supplementary software development kits (SDK), namely Magic leap SDK (MLSDKversion v0.23.0), Windows Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK), and Vuforia while coding our
application to achieve our desired outcome using supporting libraries that come with these
SDKs. We used Blender to develop our 3D models which we then transferred to Unity as
prefabs. Our heart and lung models have animations attached to them that make the models
move in an anatomically accurate manner. We also added sounds to our heart and lung
models that can be turned on and off using voice commands in the Hololens or buttons in
the Magic Leap. These sounds allow the user to observe normal and abnormal activities of
the heart and lungs both visually and through audio. Heart sounds consist of the regular S1
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and S2 sounds, which are caused due to the closing of valves [23]. We have implemented
several variations of lung sounds for different learning scenarios. These variations include
bronchial, bronchovesicular, tracheal, vesicular, and wheezing (sonorous rhonchus) sounds.
To switch between these variations the user uses voice commands in the Hololens and UI
buttons in the Magic Leap One.
Somosky et al. have demonstrated the advantages of using AR to provide students
an internal view of the anatomy of a chest cavity [22]. Using visual imagery as an added
benefit to standard teaching methods, augmented reality offers enhanced learning opportunities for nursing students [7]. Our application may be used by surgeons to visualize a
patient’s rib cage outside of the patient’s body, without having to perform incisions on the
patient to view the rib cage. The rib cage hologram is aligned perfectly to the patient’s
body based on the QR marker with dimensions of 1cm X 1cm temporarily placed on the
patient’s sternum, right below the jugular notch. The placement of the 3D models can also
be done manually by adjusting the placement via finger gestures (Hololens) or the handheld controller (Magic Leap One). The QR marker can be removed once the application
has finished detecting it and placing the 3D models. The QR marker is not mandatory as
we can place the 3D models anywhere manually. However, it is being implemented here
for accuracy and ease of use. We use Vuforia SDK’s image target detection to detect the
QR code for correct hologram placement [8]. The QR code itself is added to Unity’s hierarchy as a prefab titled ImageTarget. All 3D models of the organs and auscultation sites are
made to be the child components of the ImageTarget prefab so as to maintain consistency
with respect to the location of the QR code in case the location is changed. We utilized the
devices’ dynamic spatial mapping feature to first map out the environment through wire
meshes in order to understand our surroundings for the sake of implementing placement
as well as occlusion of our 3D models. We rendered these wire meshes invisible so that
the user is not distracted by them. A device-based demerit with regards to both the Magic
Leap and Hololens devices is that they tend to displace the 3D models by a small measure
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in the screenshots taken during application operation. Our application may also be used to
educate nursing students by having them experience auscultations of the chest area (specifically of normal and abnormal heart and lung activities) by simulating these behaviors as
animations on 3D models of the appropriate organs and also providing audio cues to these
organs for various conditions. Here, students may utilize the accuracy of the QR marker by
placing it on a manikin or a live volunteer. Students can visualize the functioning of human
hearts and lungs animated in an anatomically accurate fashion. We have also included lung
animations that mimic the behavior of a collapsed lung (pneumothorax) in which only one
side of the lung is functioning normally. Students can activate the simulation of this form
of lung behavior by using the respective UI button. They can view the aforementioned 3D
models of the organs in the real world, placed accurately on manikins or live volunteer
candidates (which is optional), and view the 3D organs as if they can see through the chest
cavity to see the organs.
Our intent for the design of this application was to create an intuitive and minimalistic
user interface that users will be able to pick up easily, without a steep learning curve. To this
effect, our user interface consists of buttons and voice commands (Hololens). We developed
a point-and-click interface that the user may interact with to select the appropriate models
and sounds based on the scenario.
For the surgical application, when the surgeon uses the AR headset to boot up our
application, they are greeted with a button that may be clicked to select the appropriate
patient’s CT scan to visualize as a hologram. Upon selection, the hologram is spawned on
the patient based on the spatial mapping computed by the AR headset. For accurate placement, the surgeon would then look upon the QR marker placed on the patient’s sternum to
relocate the hologram to its accurate location.
For the nursing education application, students who use this application as also greeted
with an opening button on boot-up. However, in this case, since the training scenario may
vary, the students are offered more buttons upon selection of the opening button. At this
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Figure 4.4: User interface of ARISE shown in the Magic leap One.

point, students will be able to visualize a button tree for models (on the left) and sounds (on
the right). They may use these to select the appropriate models and sounds based on their
training scenarios. Upon selection of the models/sounds, students will be able to see/hear
the holograms on the manikin with the help of the placement marker.

4.2

Procedure

In this study, we hypothesized the improved efficiency of surgery and nursing education
with the help of our application. This hypothesis was tested based on data collected from
surgeons and students who participate in the hands-on AR experience respectively. The
following section details our research directions for this study.
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Figure 4.5: Heart and Lung Models placed with respect to QR marker location.

Figure 4.6: Isolated Heart model retains placement after marker is removed.

4.2.1

Surgery

Following the success of using our application on a cadaver, we then started working with
live patients, wherein we receive the CT scan of a patient either the day of or a day prior
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Figure 4.7: Isolated Lungs model retains placement after marker is removed.

Figure 4.8: Rib Cage Model accurately placed on manikin.
to surgery. We then retrieve the rib cage as a 3D model from this scan using Paraview
and implement it to our application. The doctors use our application in the operating room
(OR), or during preoperative evaluation, prior to the surgery itself. We received IRB ap-
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Figure 4.9: Auscultation site locations shown in relation with the rib cage, heart , and lung
models.
provals that allowed us to proceed with our study. The surgeons use our application to
visualize where the fractures are present and mark the location on the patient’s body prior
to performing incisions on the patient. We hypothesized that using our application makes
surgery on live patients less invasive, requiring smaller incisions to the affected area. The
efficacy of using our application was tested on live patients in order to verify our hypothesis
with the help of our collaborators at Premier Health Miami Valley.

4.2.2

Nursing Education

We worked with our collaborators Dr. Sharon Farra and Dr. Cindra Holland at the nursing
department to organize an experimental demonstration for a group of students participating
in training experiences. Students from Bachelor of Science Nursing (BSN) enrolled in the
Physical Assessment course of the Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 semesters were approached
for this demonstration following an IRB review. The study was explained to the students
during a face-to-face lab session where were invited to participate. Seventeen students from
Fall 2020 and eighteen students from Spring 2021 agreed to participate and were required to
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sign consents before the demonstration. Students were divided into two groups, one using
our AR application (experimental/AR group) and another participating in only traditional
training practices without using AR (control group). For Fall 2020, the AR group consisted
of ten students, and the remaining 7 comprised the control group. For Spring 2020, the AR
group consisted of ten students, and the remaining 8 comprised the control group. Students
were offered routine didactic instruction prior to the demonstration. Two sessions were
performed for the students during both semesters which were named Observation 1 and
Observation 2 respectively.
During Observation 1 students performed physical assessments on manikins. The
AR group performed assessments while using our application, and the control group only
performed traditional assessments without AR. Students were then quizzed on their experience according to a questionnaire rubric developed by our nursing collaborators in order
to assess student performance and determine the validity of using AR to enhance nursing
education. The questionnaire rubric focused on thoracic assessment including inspection,
palpation, auscultation of cardiac and pulmonary structures. The students were then asked
to complete a demographic information form and a self-satisfaction and self-confidence
survey, which consisted of a 13 item questionnaire using a 5 point Likert scale, to rate their
experiences.
Observation 2 took place at the end of the respective semesters after students had the
chance to study for their examinations. Students performed physical assessments on the
manikin again. This time, our AR application was not used by either group so as to analyze and compare the performances of the two groups. Students in both groups performed
a Physical Examination (PE) Competency where their physical assessment performances
were assessed again. Scores from this PE competency pertaining to heart and lung assessments were used to compare the data between the two groups for this observation.
Following this, students from the control group who did not get to use the AR application
during Observation 1 were given a chance to experience the AR application.
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Figure 4.10: Questionnaire Rubric
We initially performed analysis on the Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 data sets separately.
We then performed analysis on the cumulative data sets combining data from the Fall 2020
and Spring 2021 semesters.

4.3

Method

Our null hypothesis (H0) for our nursing education application states that there is no significant difference between participants of the AR experience and non-participants in terms of
retention and learning outcomes. Subsequently, our alternative hypothesis (H1) states that
there is a significant difference between the two. To this benefit, we used a Student’s t-test
to analyze out data between the two groups [25]. We performed a two-tailed and unpaired
t-test on data sets of students who participated in the AR experience and students who did
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not.
X1 − X2
t= q
2
S12
+ S2
N1
N2

(4.1)

Here, t is the test statistic of our unpaired datasets. X1 and X2 provide the means of
our two datasets respectively. The denominator denotes the variability of the two groups.
S1 and S2 are the standard deviations of the two groups. N1 shows the number of participants in group 1, and N2 shows the number of participants in group 2. Based on the
t-value we will then either accept or reject the null hypothesis (H0). We would also calculate the effect size to determine the magnitude of the effect our application has on the two
participating groups. For this, we would use Cohen’s D.

d=

X1 − X2
SDpooled

(4.2)

r

(SD12 + SD22 )
(4.3)
2
Here, d would determine the effect size of our application based on the two groups.
SDpooled =

X1 and X2 are the means of the two datasets. SDpooled is the pooled standard deviation
between the two datasets, which is determined by measuring the square root of half of the
sum of squared values of the two standard deviations.
These results helped determine the validity and efficacy of using ARISE in educational
and surgical settings.
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5. Results
When the user puts on the AR headset and starts the application they are presented with
a UI button hologram that they can select in order to choose the 3D organ they wish to
visualize. Once the organ is selected, the user may choose to look at the QR code with their
headsets still mounted. The camera on the headset detects the QR code and places the 3D
model on top of the QR code image target based on its position. If the user does not wish
to use the QR code, the models are placed in front of them, which they can then manipulate
themselves. We have included extended tracking of the QR code in our application so that
if the user wishes to do so, they can use the QR code for the correct placement of the 3D
models at any time. The user can choose to display multiple organs while having the option
to disable any organ through voice commands or UI buttons.
The application was tested on a cadaver with the help of doctors from Premier Health
Miami Valley, Dayton, Ohio. We received a CT scan of the cadaver and implemented it
as a 3D model into our application. The hologram was analyzed for alignment of rib fractures with respect to the fractures present on the cadaver’s rib cage. Surgeons dissected the
cadaver while wearing the Hololens to visualize the placement of the rib cage in relation
to the cadaver’s rib cage. Upon analysis, it was determined that the hologram was accurately aligned. We have had successful placement of rib cage holograms in surgery, specifically with the Magic Leap One devices since they perform better than the first-generation
Hololens. We received highly positive responses from the surgeons who used our application while performing surgery on the cadaver. The surgeons especially commented about
the ”perfect alignment” achieved by the placement of our 3D model as it was overlaid on
top of the cadaver’s rib cage. This inspired us to further develop our application and en42

hance the user experience while retaining the core functionality of our application so we
may proceed to use it on live patients.
We then used our application on live patients in the OR going through rib-plating
surgery. Surgeons used our application to place Holograms of the patient’s rib cage model
superimposed on the patient on the operating table and used the model to mark affected
areas. Surgeons were able to successfully perform the operation after using our application
to analyze the overlaid 3d models. We received testimonials from surgeons stating that the
rib cage model was perfectly aligned to the patient’s actual rib cage. They also claimed to
have no issues with marker placement on the patient and ease of use in the operating room.
They affirmed as to not having required any external assistance. The surgeons also offered
their testimonies stating that the AR application made it easier for them to locate fractures
in the rib cage and thus helped to reduce the size of the incisions required.
With our nursing education implementation of this application, our goal was to improve cognitive and psychomotor skills that are crucial to clinical nursing in students. We
also use AR to help the user associate with things that are not visible such as the location of
the heart, heart and lung sounds, and accurate auscultation landmarks. We included audio
responses of the heart and lung models, along with labeled auscultation sites as UI holograms for easy student reference. These can also be enabled or disabled based on student
discretion. By displaying landmarks this way we use augmented reality to help nursing
students recognize the significance of proper techniques related to physical assessment,
namely the correct placement of the stethoscope for heart and lung auscultation sounds.
The initial student response to our application was highly positive. Students seemed
highly enthusiastic about the application and hoped to see it used alongside their traditional
curriculum. We were able to note down some of the comments made by students who
participated in our study. The comments are listed here - ”Wow, that’s cool. Oh my God.
That’s sweet. So cool. That was awesome.” ”Oh my gosh, that is so cool. I am looking
at the heart and lungs and they are moving! That is so neat.” ”Wow! Oh yeah. This is so
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cool!” ”That is pretty cool. That is awesome. Oh wow! Cool!” ”Oh my gosh, what the heck
is this? This is so cool. That is so cool. This is really cool. This is the coolest thing I have
seen in a long time. I am loving this.” ”That is so cool, get out! That is a defective lung!
This is so cool!” ”I did not expect that! (After looking at the model) oh my gosh. That is so
awesome! From a teaching perspective, this could replace so many things!” ”This would
be so beneficial for classes.” ”Oh nice, I can see the heart now. This is so sweet. That is so
cool. It so neat!” ”That’s crazy. I want to touch it! This just really gives you perspective,
you know”.
As indicated by the comments above, the students were thoroughly impressed by the
novelty of using augmented reality as an addition to their traditional training. However,
in order to seek more concrete evidence of the potential for augmented reality to improve
learning and retention in students, we held studies and analyzed student performance and
self-efficacy. We did this by comparing the performances between two groups of students,
one being the AR group who participated in the AR simulation, and the other being the
Control group who only participated in traditional training methods.
Two studies were held in the Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 semesters respectively. A total of 35 students participated in the study, 20 were part of the AR group who participated
in the AR experience, and 15 were part of the control group who did not experience the
AR. All students were assigned unique identifiers in the form of their favorite color followed by the last four digits of their phone numbers to provide anonymity. Each group was
tested twice, first at the beginning of the semester and a second test held towards the end of
the same semester. The students were quizzed on the researcher-developed questionnaire
rubric which was used to score their performances in pulmonary and cardiac assessment.
The parameters that have been implemented by our AR application are – bronchial, bronchovesicular, vesicular sounds, aortic, pulmonic, tricuspid, and mitral valves. Assessments
of AR students (compared to the control group) are expected to demonstrate improvements
in these parameters.
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The control group and experimental group participated in our study which involved
testing each group twice, one held midway through the semester and a second held towards
the end of the same semester. The students were presented with a researcher-developed
questionnaire rubric which was used to score their performances in pulmonary and cardiac assessment. The pulmonary assessment techniques included the inspection of thoracic
symmetry, skin color, and condition, ease of respiration, detection of lumps, auscultation
of bronchial, bronchovesicular, vesicular, and adventitious breath sounds. The cardiac assessment techniques included inspection of heave/thrill, auscultations of aortic, pulmonic,
mitral, tricuspid valves, identification of heart sounds, apical position, and apical rates.
We calculated the mean and standard deviations of the control group and the experimental
group for both Observation 1 and Observation 2. Our analysis was performed in R using a
custom script we developed to perform the following tests on R Studio. In order to determine the statistical significance of using AR, we performed a two-tailed and unpaired t-test
on the control and experimental group datasets using scripts that we developed in R using
R Studio [67]. We performed a non-parametric two-tailed Wilcoxon test in R to check for
any possible disparities in the p values. The Wilcoxon test revealed the same statistical significance as the t-test and hence is left out of this thesis. We also performed Cohen’s D and
Hedge’s G to determine the effect size on the same datasets. These tests were performed
separately for Observation 1 and 2. Furthermore, to identify any improvements between the
two observations, we also performed t-tests on the control group and AR group datasets of
Observation 1 and 2 hence comparing the difference between the two observations within
the same groups. The effect size was also determined using Cohen’s D and Hedge’s G for
these datasets. For the t-test, any parameter with its associated p-value being less than or
equal to 0.05 is considered statistically significant. Similarly, any parameter with the Cohen’s D value 0.2 is considered to have a small effect, 0.5 is considered to have a medium
effect, and 0.8 or higher is considered to be a large effect size. Finally, we performed a
power analysis to identify the number of candidates required in order to observe statistical
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significance for each parameter in the questionnaire.

5.1
5.1.1

Fall 2020 Data Analysis
Observation 1 (Control group vs AR group):

Our pilot study demonstrated high statistical significance for Observation 1 in some of the
assessments of the experimental group that participated in the AR experience when compared to the control group. These improvements were observed for pulmonary and cardiac
implementations present in the AR application including the pulmonary auscultation assessments of bronchovesicular (p=0.05) and vesicular (p=0.003) sounds, and the cardiac
assessments of aortic (p=0.003), pulmonic (p=0.05), mitral (p=0.02), tricuspid (p=0.03)
valves, and apical rate (p =0.05). According to the power analysis performed, we already
have enough participants to determine statistical significance for these parameters. The
AR application also demonstrated to have a large effect with respect to thoracic symmetry (d=0.86), auscultation of bronchovesicular sounds (d=0.92), vesicular (d = 1.69), aortic
valve (d=1.69), pulmonic valve (d = 0.92), tricuspid valve (d= 1.12), mitral valve (d= 1.26),
and apical rate (d = 0.92). Small to negligible effects were observed in the assessment of the
skin color, lump masses, heave thrill, extra heart sounds, and apical position. Assessments
for adventitious breath sounds, ease of respiration, and bronchial sounds demonstrated
medium effect size. These parameters did not demonstrate the statistical significance of
using AR in Observation 1. The power analysis demonstrated that 22-44 students would
be required for parameters that have had medium effect sizes, 71 for small effect sizes, and
432-2506 students would be required to discern improvement in the statistical significance
of parameters that have had negligible effect sizes.

5.1.2

Observation 2 (Control group vs AR group):

Observation 2 was performed towards the end of the fall 2020 semester after students have
had the chance to study for their examinations. For Observation 2, none of the parameters
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Figure 5.1: Observation 1: Control vs AR

Figure 5.2: Color Reference

showed statistical significance, as all the t-tests performed yielded p values that were over
0.05. The AR group showed no improvement with respect to the parameters that already
were statistically significant and had a large effect size. This demonstrates how much the
control group improved in their evaluation results after studying. Vesicular, thoracic symmetry and pulmonic valve evaluation showed medium and small improvements in the AR
group during observation 2. Power analysis showed that 44, 110, and 95 students were required to notice any improvement. Skin color, ease of respiration, and lump masses showed
negligible effect sizes and required 788 to 1002 students to show significant improvements.

Figure 5.3: Observation 2: Control vs AR

5.1.3

Control group (Observation 1 vs Observation 2):

We then performed statistical analysis between Observation 1 and Observation 2 for the
control group. Improvement and large effect sizes were observed in the evaluations of aor47

tic (p=0.015, d=1.51), tricuspid (p = 0.015, d=1.51), and mitral valves (p=0.05, d=1.13) after studying. Our power analysis proved that we already had enough students to determine
these improvements to be statistically significant. The evaluation of thoracic symmetry remained unchanged between observation 1 and observation 2). Large effect sizes were also
identified in the assessment of ease of respiration (d=0.92), bronchovesicular (d = 0.82),
vesicular (d=0.92), heave thrill (0.82), aortic valve (d=1.51), pulmonic valve (d=0.82),
tricuspid valve (d=1.51), mitral valve (d=1.13), apical position (d=0.82), and apical rate
(d=0.82). Power analysis determined an ideal number of 19-23 participants to show statistically significant improvements for these values. The remaining parameters demonstrated
small and medium effect sizes, and power analysis determines a required ideal number of
participants ranging from 55-147 students.

Figure 5.4: Control: Observation 1 vs Observation 2

5.1.4

AR group (Observation 1 vs Observation 2):

Similarly, statistical analysis was performed between Observation 1 and 2 of the AR group.
Statistical significance and large effect size were observed in the evaluation of heave thrill
(p =0.03, d =1.04). There were no changes identified in the AR datasets between Observations 1 and 2 for the following parameters – ease of respiration, bronchial, bronchovesicular, vesicular, adventitious breath sounds, aortic valve, mitral valve, and apical rate. Thoracic symmetry showed a medium effect size (d=0.55). Skin color, lump masses, pulmonic
valve, tricuspid valve, extra heart sounds, and apical positions demonstrated small effect
sizes in the AR group between Observations 1 and 2. Power analysis determined 79-218
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ideal participants required to notice statistical significance for these parameters. Our result
demonstrates improvement in the experimental (AR) group when compared to the control
group initially in Observation 1. Parameters related to the visual cues of auscultation site
locations and audio implementations of lung sounds present in the AR application show
statistical significance in the usage of the AR application when compared to traditional
training mechanisms. These results are vastly carried over to the results of Observation 2
where the AR group shows little improvement in their results which already shows a large
effect size. However, with studying, the control group demonstrated the ability to catch up
to the improvements shown by the experimental AR group in Observation 2.

Figure 5.5: AR: Observation 1 vs Observation 2
Comparing Observations 1 and 2 in the control group demonstrated improvements
with respect to statistical significance and large effect sizes for these parameters, whereas
the same comparison for the AR group yielded mostly unchanged values between the two
observations.

5.2
5.2.1

Spring 2021 Data Analysis
Observation 1 (Control group vs AR group):

Our study demonstrated high statistical significance for Observation 1 in some of the assessments of the experimental group that participated in the AR experience when compared
to the control group. These improvements were observed for pulmonary and cardiac implementations present in the AR application including the pulmonary auscultation assessments
of skin color (p=0.04) and thoracic symmetry (p=0.01). According to the power analysis
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performed, we already have enough participants to determine statistical significance for
these parameters. The AR application also demonstrated to have a large effect with respect
to extra heart sounds(d=0.8) and apical position(d=0.82). Small to medium effects were
observed in the assessment of the ease of respiration, lump masses, bronchial, broncovesicular, vesicular, adventitious breath sounds, heave thrill, aortic, pulmonic, mitral, tricuspid
valves, and apical rate. These parameters did not demonstrate the statistical significance of
using AR in Observation 1. The power analysis demonstrated that 39-65 students would
be required for parameters that have had medium effect sizes, 83- 275 for small effect
sizes, and 432-1413 students would be required to discern improvement in the statistical
significance of parameters that have had negligible effect sizes.

Figure 5.6: Observation 1: Control vs AR

5.2.2

Observation 2 (Control group vs AR group):

Observation 2 was performed towards the end of the Spring 2021 semester after students
have had the chance to study for their examinations. For Observation 2, none of the parameters showed statistical significance, as all the t-tests performed yielded p values that
were over 0.05. The AR group showed no change with respect to the parameters that already were statistically significant and had a large effect size. Ease of respiration, lump
masses, thoracic symmetry, vesicular, tricuspid valve, and apical rate evaluations showed
medium and small improvements in the AR group during observation 2. The mitral valve
showed large improvements and the remaining parameters demonstrated negligible improvements. Power analysis determined 42-95 students required to notice any improvement
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in the medium and small improvement groups and 1002 students required in the negligible
group to show any statistical significance.

Figure 5.7: Observation 2: Control vs AR

5.2.3

Control group (Observation 1 vs Observation 2):

We then performed statistical analysis between Observation 1 and Observation 2 for the
control group. Improvement and large effect sizes were observed in the evaluations of thoracic symmetry (p=0.007, d=1.64), bronchial (p=0.02, d=1.27), broncovesicular (p=0.007,
d=1.64), and vesicular (p= 0.01, d=1.42) auscultation parameters after studying. Our power
analysis proved that we already had enough students to determine these improvements to be
statistically significant. The evaluation of skin color and lump masses remained unchanged
between observation 1 and observation 2. Large effect sizes were also identified in the
assessment of heave thrill (p=0.98). Power analysis determined an ideal number of 17 participants to show statistically significant improvements for these values. The remaining
parameters demonstrated small and medium effect sizes, and power analysis determines a
required ideal number of participants ranging from 28–248 students.

Figure 5.8: Control: Observation 1 vs Observation 2
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5.2.4

AR group (Observation 1 vs Observation 2):

Similarly, statistical analysis was performed between Observation 1 and 2 of the AR group.
Statistical significance and a large effect size was observed in the evaluation of skin color
(p =0.02, d =1.09), broncovesicular (p=0.07, d=1.34), and mitral valve (p= 0.02, d=1.09)
assessments. There were no changes identified in the AR datasets between Observations 1
and 2 for lump masses and extra heart sounds. Bronchial (d=0.87), heave thrill (d=0.87)
and apical rate (d= 0.87) showed large effect sizes. The remaining parameters demonstrated small effect sizes in the AR group between Observations 1 and 2. Power analysis
determined 66-393 ideal participants required to notice statistical significance for these
parameters.

Figure 5.9: AR: Observation 1 vs Observation 2
Our Spring 2021 data analysis results do not demonstrate statistically significant improvements in the experimental (AR) group when compared to the control group in Observation 1. Parameters related to the visual cues of auscultation site locations and audio
implementations of lung sounds present in the AR application do not show statistical significance in the usage of the AR application when compared to traditional training mechanisms. These results are vastly carried over to the results of Observation 2 where the AR
group shows little improvement. However, with studying, the control group demonstrated
the ability to improve in Observation 2. Comparing Observations 1 and 2 in the control
group demonstrated improvements with respect to statistical significance and large effect
sizes for these parameters. The same comparison for the AR group yielded improvements
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in only 3 parameters- skin color, bronchovesicular, and mitral valve. The remaining parameters did not show statistically significant improvements.

5.3
5.3.1

Cumulative Data Analysis
Observation 1 (Control group vs AR group):

Our study demonstrated high statistical significance for Observation 1 in some of the assessments of the experimental group that participated in the AR experience when compared to the control group. These improvements were observed for pulmonary and cardiac
implementations present in the AR application including the pulmonary auscultation assessments of thoracic symmetry (p=0.003), vesicular (p= 0.01), and aortic valve (p= 0.01).
According to the power analysis performed, we already have enough participants to determine statistical significance for these parameters. The AR application also demonstrated
to have medium effect with respect to pulmonic (p= 0.09, d= 0.57) and tricuspid (p= 0.09,
d=0.59) valves. Power analysis demonstrated that 45-47 students are required to observe
statistical significance for these parameters. Small to negligible effects were observed in
the assessment of the skin color, ease of respiration, lump masses, bronchial, broncovesicular, adventitious breath sounds, heave thrill, extra heart sounds, apical position, and apical rate. These parameters did not demonstrate the statistical significance of using AR in
Observation 1. The power analysis demonstrated that 72-200 students would be required
for parameters that have small effect sizes, and 486-1198 students would be required to
discern improvement in the statistical significance of parameters that have had negligible
effect sizes.
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Figure 5.10: Observation 1: Control vs AR

5.3.2

Observation 2 (Control group vs AR group):

Observation 2 was performed towards the end of the semester after students have had the
chance to study for their examinations. For Observation 2, none of the parameters showed
statistical significance, as all the t-tests performed yielded p values that were over 0.05. The
AR group showed medium and negligible improvements with respect to the parameters that
already were statistically significant and had a large effect size. Bronchial, bronchovesicular, adventitious breath sounds, and heave thrill showed no change comparing the AR
group and the control group in Observation 2. Ease of respiration, tricuspid valve, mitral valve, and apical rate evaluations showed medium and small improvements in the AR
group during observation 2. The remaining parameters demonstrated negligible improvements. Power analysis determined 42-277 students required to notice any improvement in
the medium and small improvement groups and 1640-2300 students required in the negligible group to show any statistical significance.

Figure 5.11: Observation 2: Control vs AR
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5.3.3

Control group (Observation 1 vs Observation 2):

We then performed statistical analysis between Observation 1 and Observation 2 for the
control group to analyze possible improvements in assessments after studying. Improvement and large effect sizes were observed in the evaluations of bronchial (p=0.01, d=0.94),
broncovesicular (p=0.002, d=1.25), and vesicular (p= 0.003, d=1.21), heave thrill (p=0.01,
d=0.94), aortic (p=0.005, d=1.12), pulmonic (p=0.03, d=0.80), tricuspid (p=0.005, d=1.12),
and mitral valves (p=0.02, d=0.86) after studying. Our power analysis proved that we already had enough students to determine these improvements to be statistically significant.
Medium effect sizes were also identified in the assessment of thoracic symmetry (p= 0.08),
ease of respiration (p= 0.08), adventitious breath sounds (p= 0.08), and apical rate (p=
0.17). Power analysis determined an ideal number of 35-59 participants to show statistically significant improvements for these values. The remaining parameters demonstrated
small and negligible effect sizes, and power analysis determines a required ideal number of
participants ranging from 118-404 students.

Figure 5.12: Control: Observation 1 vs Observation 2

5.3.4

Control group (Observation 1 vs Observation 2):

Similarly, statistical analysis was performed between Observation 1 and 2 of the AR group.
Statistical significance and a large effect size was observed in the evaluation of broncovesicular (p= 0.016, d= 0.79), heave thrill (p= 0.003, d= 0.98) and mitral valve (p= 0.03, d=0.68)
assessments. Skin color (d=0.67), bronchial (d=0.57), and apical rate (d= 0.57) showed
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Figure 5.13: AR: Observation 1 vs Observation 2
medium effect sizes. The remaining parameters demonstrated small to negligible effect
sizes in the AR group between Observations 1 and 2. Power analysis determined 84-455
ideal participants required to notice statistical significance for these parameters.

5.4

Discussion

This application implements audio for the following lung sounds - bronchial, bronchovesicular, vesicular, tracheal, and wheezing. The application also implements a guide button that
presents visual locations for the correct auscultation of mitral, pulmonic, tricuspid valves,
aortic area, and Erb’s point.

5.4.1

Fall 2020

Comparing the participants of the control group and the AR group in Observation 1, the
use of our AR application demonstrated significant improvement in the AR group regarding
auscultations of bronchovesicular, vesicular, aortic, pulmonic, tricuspid, and mitral valves.
For Observation 2, our analysis revealed a large improvement in the control group
with respect to these parameters after studying. The AR group showed no statistically significant improvement in these parameters for observation 2 as they were already on a high
score level in Observation 1 and there was not much room for further improvement. In
other words, after having studied for their examinations the students in the control group
were able to catch up to the initial progress made by the AR group in the first observation. Specifically, no changes were observed between the two groups in the assessment
of bronchial, bronchovesicular, aortic, tricuspid, and mitral valves after studying. Small
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and medium improvements were observed in the AR group with regards to vesicular and
pulmonic valve assessments respectively in the AR group when compared to the control
group. This supports the theory that AR/VR accelerates learning in participants and improves memory retention [26]. This theory is corroborated by a study conducted by L. Hou
et al. [16] wherein AR was demonstrated to be more effective in terms of faster learning and enhanced performance of assembly tasks when compared to non-AR participants,
regardless of the gender of the participants.
To understand how much students have improved in their assessment techniques after
studying, we performed statistical analysis on the control group between the two observations, and also on the AR group between the two observations. Between Observation 1 and
2, the control group showed large improvements (having large effect sizes) in the auscultations of bronchovesicular, vesicular, aortic, pulmonic, mitral, and tricuspid valves after
studying. The control group had to use additional effort in the form of studying to improve
to the same level as the AR group. This further supports the theory that, in terms of skill
development, students using AR/VR perform better than their traditional counterparts [26]
[27]. These papers discuss simulations in VR, however, our study shows that this applies
to AR as well. In their study, N. A. Adedokun-Shittu et al. [28], also corroborate an increase in performance by AR users. Between Observation 1 and 2, the AR group showed
no statistically significant improvements in bronchial, bronchovesicular, vesicular, aortic,
and mitral valves after studying, as they were already on a high level. Small improvements
were observed in the AR group for the auscultation of the tricuspid and pulmonic valves
after studying.

5.4.2

Spring 2021

For this study, comparing the participants of the control group and the AR group in Observation 1, the use of our AR application did not demonstrate significant improvement in the
AR group with respect to the parameters implemented in our application. For Observation
2, our analysis revealed improvements in both groups with respect to these parameters after
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studying. The AR group did not demonstrate statistically significant improvement in these
parameters for observation 2. In other words, after having studied for their examinations
the students in the two groups did not show large improvements in their performances.
Specifically, no changes were observed between the two groups in the assessment of skin
color, bronchial, bronchovesicular, adventitious breath sounds, and heave thrill after studying. Small and medium improvements were observed in the AR group with regards to
thoracic symmetry, vesicular, tricuspid valve, and apical rate respectively in the AR group
when compared to the control group after studying. To understand how much students have
improved in their assessment techniques after studying, we performed statistical analysis
on the control group between the two observations, and also on the AR group between
the two observations. Between Observation 1 and 2, the control group showed large improvements (having large effect sizes) in the thoracic symmetry, auscultations of bronchial,
bronchovesicular, and vesicular sounds after studying. Between Observation 1 and 2, the
AR group showed statistically significant improvements in skin color, bronchovesicular,
and mitral valves after studying. Small to no improvements were observed in the AR group
for the remaining parameters.
Results from this study are in contrast to the results from our previous study which was
performed in Fall 2020. In the Fall 2020 study, students using our AR application showed
large improvements in Observation 1 when compared to the control group with respect to
parameters implemented in our AR application. These improvements were carried over to
Observation 2, where there was no change observed in the performance of the AR group
after studying as they were already on a high level in the previous observation. However,
the control group was able to catch up to the improvements of the AR group in Observation
2 after having had the opportunity to study for the assessment.

5.4.3

Cumulative

For this cumulative study, comparing the participants of the control group and the AR group
in Observation 1, the use of our AR application demonstrated significant improvement in
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the AR group with respect to 3 of the parameters (vesicular, aortic, mitral) implemented
in our application. For Observation 2, our analysis revealed small to negligible improvements in both groups with respect to these parameters after studying. The AR group did
not demonstrate statistically significant improvement in these parameters for observation 2.
In other words, after having studied for their examinations the students in the two groups
did not show large improvements in their performances. Specifically, no changes were
observed between the two groups in the assessment of bronchial, bronchovesicular, adventitious breath sounds, and heave thrill after studying. Small and medium improvements
were observed in the AR group with regards to thoracic symmetry, tricuspid valve, mitral
valve, and apical rate respectively in the AR group when compared to the control group
after studying. To understand how much students have improved in their assessment techniques after studying, we performed statistical analysis on the control group between the
two observations, and also on the AR group between the two observations. Between Observation 1 and 2, the control group showed large improvements (having large effect sizes)
in the auscultations of bronchial, bronchovesicular, vesicular sounds, heave thrill, aortic,
pulmonic, tricuspid, and mitral valves after studying. Between Observation 1 and 2, the
AR group showed statistically significant improvements in bronchovesicular, heave thrill,
and mitral valves after studying. Medium to small improvements were observed in the
AR group for skin color, thoracic symmetry, ease of respiration, lump masses, bronchial,
adventitious breath sounds, aortic valve, tricuspid valve, apical position, and apical rate.
Vesicular sounds, pulmonic valve, and extra heart sounds demonstrated negligible change.
Results from this study demonstrate an initial improvement in performance in the students who participated in the AR experience with regards to the parameters implemented
in the AR application when compared to the control group. Specifically, 3 of the 7 audio
and visual cues implemented in the application show statistically significant improvement
in the first observation. The control group is able to catch up to the improvements in the AR
group in observation 2 after both groups have had the chance to study for the assessments.
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However, we see that the control group shows large improvements for the parameters implemented in the AR application after studying, whereas the AR group shows small to
negligible improvements for most of these same parameters (except bronchovesicular and
mitral valves which show statistically significant improvements). This analysis demonstrates more effort required by the control group to achieve the same level of knowledge
gained by the AR group.
Since our results demonstrate performance improvements in the students who used
AR compared to those that did not, we are able to conclude that AR is an effective tool in
nursing education.

5.4.4

Surgery

We have worked with our collaborators at Premier Health Miami Valley to accommodate
the use of our application on live patients, wherein we receive the CT scan of a patient upon
preliminary evaluation of their injury following which we implement the rib cage from the
CT scan into our application. With the help of the AR headsets the doctors/surgeons then
used our application in the operating room during the initial stage of surgery or during
preoperative evaluation prior to performing incisions on the patient. The surgeons would
then mark locations of rib cage fractures on the patient according to the placement of the
hologram. This way surgeons were able to locate the accurate locations of rib fractures on
the patient without performing any incisions of the patient’s body. Our application allows
for surgery to be minimally invasive. In this regard, the Magic Leap One devices have
demonstrated better performance when compared to the Hololens, since its hardware is
superior to that of the Hololens.

5.4.5

Requirement Fulfillment - Surgery

1. Accuracy - Our project achieves accurate hologram placement with the help of QR
code placement on the patient’s sternum during surgery. Surgeons have used our
application using the QR marker on live patients during rib plating surgery in the OR.
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We have received testimonies from surgeons who have used our application stating
that the alignment of the hologram to the patients’ real rib cages has been perfect.
They also stated that they have been able to use our application in the OR for correct
visualization of patient’s rib cages with no complications.
2. Ease of Use and Access - Our project is user-friendly in its interface and intuitive
enough to be used by surgeons who may not be familiar with AR headsets. Our
applications are accessible in the OR using the AR headsets Magic Leap One and
Microsoft Hololens. The Hololens only consists of one component, which is the
wearable headset. The headset is 1.28 lbs in weight and uses hand gestures and voice
commands to operate. The Magic Leap One devices consist of three components a wearable headset called lightwear, a processing component attached by wire to the
lightwear called lightpack, and a controller called control for operation and interaction. While the Magic Leap One is lighter on the hear when wearing, the additional
computing component called lightpack will need to be contained elsewhere on the
user’s person, for example in a coat pocket, or clipped into pants. The control will
also need to be held in one hand during usage. Our surgery application only has one
UI element which is a circular button that appears 2 meters in front of the surgeon
on startup and is 5 inches in diameter. We received testimonies from the surgeons
who used it stating that the application was easy to use effectively on both devices,
without requiring any external assistance in the OR.
3. Device Stability - As shown by the results in this dissertation, we were able to determine that the Magic Leap One performed better when compared to the Hololens
while using our application. The performance specifications of the Magic Leap One
and the Hololens, and frame rate comparison while using the same application have
been discussed in the System Design section earlier in this dissertation. The Magic
Leap One demonstrated an average frame rate of 59.46 frames per second while hav-
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ing the model in the camera’s field of view. The Hololens under-performs for the
same test with an average frame rate of 8.9 frames per second. For both surgery and
nursing education applications we recommend the use of the Magic Leap One. During the course of this project, we were able to quickly switch over to using only the
Magic Leap One devices for both applications.
4. Not Distracting - Our project allows surgeons to visualize models that are relevant
and avoids distracting elements from the user interface. Our surgery application only
has a single button as an interactive UI element for the surgeons to select the models
from device memory. This achieves minimalism and fewer distractions during the
surgery in the OR. The button does not change its location during use. We have received testimonies from surgeons stating that they appreciate the minimalist interface
during surgery. This avoids distractions and draws the surgeon’s attention to the only
model of import in their augmented field of view.
5. Data Collection and Performance Analysis - This thesis presents testimonials demonstrating the positive effects of using our application from surgeons who have and
continue to use our application in the OR during surgery. We were able to determine
the validity and efficacy of using AR during surgery in the OR.

5.4.6

Requirement Fulfillment - Nursing Education

1. Accuracy - Our project achieves placement accuracy with the help of QR code placement on the manikin’s sternum during nursing education practice. We also achieve
accurate locations of auscultation sites during the nursing education implementation with the helpful assistance of our collaborating nursing education faculty Dr.
Sharon Farra and Dr. Cindra Holland. We consulted with them for the precise locations of auscultation sites between the intercostal spaces in the rib cage. Students
were presented with a self-satisfaction and self-confidence survey that consisted of 13
researcher-developed questions (5 - self-satisfaction, and 8 - self-confidence). The
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parameters were measured using a five-point Likert scale ranging from ”Strongly
Disagree” (1 point) to ’Strongly Agree” (5 points). Reliability was tested using
Cronbach’s alpha: self-satisfaction = 0.94; self-confidence = 0.87. Students were encouraged to complete this survey upon completion of their AR sessions, all students
who participated in the AR study agreed to do so. Analysis was then performed on
the results received. Results indicated that for the self-satisfaction question based on
accuracy and efficiency, we received a mean score of 4.5 and a standard deviation of
0.52.
2. Ease of Use and Access - Our project is user-friendly in its interface and intuitive
enough to be used by nursing students who may not be familiar with AR headsets.
Our applications are also accessible using the AR headsets Magic Leap One and Microsoft Hololens. Our application may also be rebuilt to be deployed into mobile
phones and tablet devices, however, we strongly recommend the use of AR headsets for its immersion and hands-free approach. We primarily used the Magic Leap
One devices for our nursing education application. The lightpack connected to the
lightwear initially interfered with some of the student’s usage of the devices, as they
may not have had large enough pockets to fit the lightpack and hit the power button by mistake while trying to clip on to their clothes. However, once we assisted
them with their initial disruption caused by the lightpack, all students were able to
complete their assessments. We still recommend the use of Magic Leap One over
cell phones as they are still less intrusive when compared to phones that a student
will have to hold during their assessments. We received testimonies from the students after their assessments that stated they were able to use the application with
minimal effort and that the interface was easy to follow. The self-satisfaction and
confidence survey demonstrated a mean of 4.7 and a standard deviation of 0.48 for
the satisfaction question pertaining to ease of use and access.
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3. Not Distracting - Our project allows students to visualize models that are relevant
and avoids distracting elements from the user interface. Our nursing education application only contains interactive buttons used to offer control of model and sound
selections to the students. Our buttons are spatially placed away from the model
placement on application boot-up. This ensures that the interactive elements in the
UI are kept away from the practice space and thus are not distracting to the user,
but is also easily accessible by looking up to the original button locations. The selfsatisfaction analysis demonstrated a mean value of 4.5 and standard deviation of
0.52 for the question pertaining to no distractions during the simulation and helping
to motivate learning.
4. Data Collection and Performance Analysis - This dissertation presents the data collected from nursing students and analysis performed on this data which demonstrates
quantifiable evidence of the efficiency of AR in enhancing the learning experience
when used as a teaching tool. The results of the analysis performed with the help
of t-tests, Cohen’s D, and power analysis have been discussed in the Results section
of this dissertation. The self-satisfaction and confidence survey demonstrated mean
values of 4.8 and standard deviations of 0.42 to the question pertaining to the students believing that the simulation enhances their learning and development of skills
as well as obtaining the required knowledge to perform necessary tasks in a clinical
setting.
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6. Conclusion
Our application allows users to visualize objects that otherwise would not be seen through
the naked eye. This allows for a plethora of possibilities with regard to patient care and
education. Augmented reality enables the visualization of real-world objects in a manner
that was previously inaccessible. Our goal for this project has been the implementation
of holograms to assist the medical community. In this study, we were able to develop an
AR application for surgery that was accurate in the placement of rib cage models in the
OR, with the help of the QR marker. This AR application was minimalistic in design and
interface. Using minimal interaction required by the surgeons using the application in the
OR allowed for ease of use. We were also able to determine that AR helps to increase
understanding of the fracture during surgery.
We were also able to develop an AR application for nursing education that was accurate, easy to use, and allowed students to have control over the holograms they visualize
and hear based on different training scenarios. Accuracy was attained with the help of a QR
marker. Our application was intuitive and easy to use so as not to overwhelm students or
distract them from their training. We were again able to determine that using AR increases
the learning and performance of nursing students when used in simulated training. AR is
an effective teaching and simulation tool with various applications in surgery and nursing
education.

6.1

Future Work

Our application has been met with positive responses for both of its two-pronged implementations from surgeons, educators, and students alike. Our post-experiment AR surveys
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completed by students yielded high student satisfaction and confidence. The application is
designed to be scalable and can be expanded further by adding more holograms of bodily
organs that are relevant to the usage of the application. AR has demonstrated the ability to
be effective in both surgical practice and nursing education.
The surgical implementation of our application may be further expanded to visualize
other organs based on the patient’s CT scans, for instance - collapsed lungs, bone fractures,
hernias, etc. Multiple surgeons wearing AR headsets may also visualize the same hologram
in the same space using shared world capabilities of the AR headsets and visualize the
hologram together. The application may also be enhanced to include a scale feature in
which surgeons may increase the scale of the hologram to be able to walk into the enlarged
hologram and closely analyze the fractures. Doctors or nurses wearing the AR headset
in the operating room may also choose to record the simulation using the AR headsets
for future analysis. We are also working on implementing a collaborative approach to
our application, wherein multiple users will be able to share the same environment. This
will allow multiple surgeons wearing AR headsets to visualize the same hologram and
perform the required analysis. From a developmental standpoint, we will also be working
on ways to improve the scalability of our application by adding models of more organs for
different surgical scenarios. We will also be working on improving the spatial mappingbased detection and placement of holograms on the patient.
Our medical education implementation may also be enhanced in the future. Using the
shared world feature of the AR headsets, our application may be further expanded in the
future to accommodate distance learning in which an instructor may share the spatial map
of her surrounding with students who may experience her interactions with the AR application in real-time from their homes and may manipulate 3D models in the shared world
accordingly. The application may also include working animated models of the central
nervous systems and the respiratory systems, along with arteries and veins. Our AR application may be used as a tool for visualization in any area of nursing assessment training.
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A collaborative approach will improve upon the student experience by allowing multiple
students and instructors wearing AR headsets to visualize the same hologram placed on a
manikin. In this case, the instructor may be given control over the application so that students may have a spectatorial learning experience. The expansion of the scalability of our
application will also be explored by adding more 3D models for different training scenarios. We are also working on expanding the number of students participating in our study.
A larger test group will allow us to closely test our hypothesis and closely analyze the
strengths and weaknesses of our application.
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